“kinship is itself a truly primordial ethics, an ethics before question and argument.”  David Hinton Wild Mind Wild Earth Our place in the Sixth Extinction.

This working document and Ethos for Ecotherapy, that has emerged from our learning communitas of ecological selves in collective.

A spiral is representational of a leaf, unfurling, dynamic with potential, with everything it needs to grow. It is also what galaxies do as they move through the cosmos of multiverses.
AN ECOTHERAPY ETHOS

-The spirit of a culture of Ecotherapy, as manifested in our attitudes and aspirations and actions. Nestled at the heart of the Spiral is The Earth Charter, created at the first Earth Summit in Rio, that consulted many Nations and “seeks to inspire in all peoples a sense of global interdependence an shared responsibility for the well-being of the human family, the greater community of life, and generations.”

We propose an Ecotherapy Ethos that is spiraling inward “and outward simultaneously, and

- Walking Earth-honouring, and earth centric ways, including honouring and respect for Indigenous cultures that are connected to places
- A commitment to responsible and respectful ways of sharing power, that includes allegiance to laws of our lands, including Childsafe laws, governing this.
- Evolving, toward growth, and a cosmos of multiverses
- Embracing bio/diversity, invitationally ecocentric, and integrated
- Informed by joy, awe and inter being/connection
- Keeping alive out curiosity about the origins of ethics and how we arrive at them
- Wayfinding through uncertainty, extremes of climate and political polarization